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There are few terms in the English language having
wider and more varying uses than the word Charity.
Its meanings include the highest human sympathy and
the weakest and most puerile sentimentality self-sacrifice prompted by pure love, and money bestowed on the
;

promptings of the assessor and tax-collector.
Charity, Municipal Charity, are common terms.

is

ter

which go

such a manhood as

ful will

charity

be readily admitted.

misleading and hurt-

is

That the whole tendency

of charity, even that of the most ideal type,

is

in direct

and perpetual conflict with the largest law of biology

is

perhaps not quite so clear.

The law

of "

The

to be, are

Survival of the Fittest "

out doubt the law of progress in animal

with-

is

If this

life.

far as

is

to trace the

whose conduct
consistent with

to choose the bet-

usually administered.

is

it

to

make up

we hope

a brave, robust

for in the perfect race that

charity where that goes
prudence forgets her forethought;

Dependence follows hard on
labor's muscles relax,
thrift, that

All the

manhood,

discouraged and obstructed by alms-giving.
;

honest old Saxon virtue, retires in dismay

before the extravagance and recklessness fostered

Pauperism is one of the great social evils of our time.
Without charity we might have other things much
worse, but we should not have pauperism. The pauper,
the social parasite,

is

the product of poverty, plus lazi-

ness, plus charity.

want is supplied by a man's own efwhich is called into play becomes
stronger, and the recurring want is smaller proportionEvery time a want is
ately to the power of meeting it.
met by the exertions of some one else, the power of
meeting it by one's own effort is weakened, and the
want becomes greater proportionately to the faculties it
a

forts, the faculty

should

By

call out.

man becomes

repetition of the

former course the

more independent,

more per-

law had unhindered operation in its application to humanity, pauperism would speedily come to an end.
Every pauper would have choice of three resources he

fect being;

could work, steal or starve; he could no longer live by

himself as the insect parasite which has established

:

Those with

be extinct within the present generation.

propagating

Now
the

would be possible to dry up
stream of charity which has flowed in varying
whether or no

if

many thousand

such a consummation would be desirable,

be right, the ethical

and

set

against
tions,

It

it

depth, breadth and intensity for so

man would

if

it

years;

would

be bound to accept

it

now

does

gambling, falsehood or irregular sexual

rela-

his face against

alms-giving as he

not because of this or the other individual instance

by constant

a

repetition of the latter he be-

a parasite, as incapable of providing for
itself

body of its victim and has become a mere sac, its
sole powers being those of absorbing nutriment prepared by the digestive functions of another creature, and
in the

force

stronger,

comes a pauper,

enough for either of the
former methods of life would survive as workmen or
robbers; the remainder would die, and pauperism would
beggary.

by

free soup, free lodgings, free coals, free bread.

Every time

used in this essay.

endeavor

to ask those

easy to frame a grave indictment against what

It is

called charity as

is

is

and

among so much concrete wrong,
way in benevolence.

which we regard opponents without hating or thinking
them are called by the same wide name. Recent
attempts have been made, and the present writer pleads
guilty to some of them, to restore to charity its ancient
and true meaning, namely, that fervent love of humanity
which is the best motive of acts of helpfulness, and withBut the tendency of
out which they are of little avail.
the popular use of language is too strong for any such
The word is permanently fixed
restoration of meaning.
in its present and common use.
So understood it is a
useful generic term to include all that is done for man
by man, with the intent to alleviate suffering, and in this
evil of

this essay to

founded on abstract right, so

life

State

Alms

propose in

ethical line in charity,

qualities

it is

Dollars per Year,
Single Copies, lo cts.

on the race.

We

given heedlessly to beggars, and the saving grace by

That much popular

Two

of their evil results, but because of their general injurious

BY W. ALEXANDER JOHNSON.

sense

Science.

is

its

species.

needless to dilate on the habit of dependence;

it is the destruction of all who
know that it is contagious and hereditary, so that if we would eradicate its taint from the
children of the pauper, we must early remove them into

we

at

once recognize that

acquire

it.

We

better conditions.

and

With dependence comes improvidence. Forethought
thrift are, of all the virtues, two that most need

!
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ncite to thrift, as soon as
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that should

But poverty

cultivation in our land to-day.

sinks into pauperism pro-

it

which in the case of
Reduce, by charity or
of a decent living and you decrease

creases to the cost of production,

labor

is

the bare cost of living.

duces extravagance and recklessness.
Dependence and unthrift are contagious. The industrious, prudent man who w^ith hard work and close

otherwise, the cost

economy has saved a little hoard against a rainy day,
come to him and his reckless, improvident
neighbor, and sees charity make his neighbor's path

Every institution for the aid of the poor which
makes it possible to live at a cheaper rate or provides
for them in old age or sickness, our hospitals, homes,

even smoother and easier than forethought and selfHow likely he will be to
denial have made his own.
question the wisdom of his own course and what a
temptation it will be when the troubled time is over to

asylums,

practice the recklessness he has seen so well rewarded
The ill effects of charity do not cease with the

extent.

5ees trouble

recipients nor with

example

who

those

tempted by their

are

become such, but extend

to

condition of

the

the general

to

One

laboring classes.

these

of

ill

This
is the tendency to the lowering of wages.
has not become marked as yet in this country as far as
effects

the wages of laboring men are concerned. To see how
charity can affect the price of such labor we must look
at England, where at one time, and even yet to some
extent, the

wages of farm laborers were paid partly

in

the price at which

etc.,

although immediately benefiting the few,
which they encourage depend-

ence and discourage thrift and forethought, remotely
hurtful to the

These

many, and

The poor woman who

is

seen with

and

asks charity, and gets

girls.
it,

to

eke out her miserable pittance gained by the inferior
kinds of sewing, is establishing ever more firmly that
Some
pittance as the normal price of woman's labor.
of those

who

give charity

wrong, but think they

in

such cases

know

it

is

some

more

the

man who

does not succeed

to the facts of misery

in closing his

a debt of help

brother's

his

Those who reason know

spite of himself.
is

rich

and suffering around him, knows

down in his conscience that he owes
those who are suffering, that he is

deep

keeper in

Every

eyes and ears

a debt of justice, that with perfect

equity in the concerns of mankind most suffering would
the
this

man

The wealthy man,

or

still

possessed of a fair competence, too often

thought by giving a modicum of charity

more
stifles

to relieve

upon his attention. Whereas
he ought to give time, thought and money, even to the
half of his income it may be, to the problem he compromises on a few dollars or a few thousands bestowed
with little care and doing usually little good and much
harm. If he had not this ready resource of charity to
avail himself of he would be driven to more thorough
and more just action.

the suffering that

is

forced

;

The need

of the poor and the rich

is

;

j

not charity in
j

are helpless to do otherwise in

the presence of suffering which they

feel

they must

the sense of alms,

is

it

justice

—justice

carried

to

the
j

utmost limit of our dealings and including in

its

scope]

our obligations not only to the individuals but to thej

relieve.

When

the

Chicago

Home

for

Self- Supporting

race.

This

justice

done there would

was organized a few months ago, a prominent employer of girl
labor who was asked for a subscription said " If you
will board my girls for $2 a week I will give you $500,"

very noble kind of helpfulness, but

and he could well afford to do so, for he could at once
have reduced the pay of some hundred girls by enough
to make up the amount of his subscription in a few

charity diminish the

sum

questionable

does.

Women

all

demoralizing, effect on the giver of alms.

be abated or abolished.

women

are

to

who are the injured ones, but the class to which they
belong and the race of which that class is a part.
There is another grave evil attending charity as
commonly practiced, and that is its deteriorating, its

as the normal course of things.
But if our system of county aid, especially in the
West, where the presence of an able-bodied man in the
family is deemed sufficient reason for denying relief,
has so far discouraged the tendency of charity to lower

to

them do these

of

not alone nor chiefly the recipients

it is

that this debt

wages paid

all

ulterior effects of charity

appalling in that

old age was not dreamt of by the agricultural laboring
their days in the poorhouse was
class, since to end

startling clearness in the

numerous

are yet, to the extent to

to

the wages of day laborers, that tendency

possible for the too

is

it

applicants for situations to accept them.

cash and produce from the farmer, and partly in poorrelief from the parish overseer; and where provision for

looked upon

(which

itself is

not self-supporting)

:

weeks.

'

'

So fatal and inexorable is the law of supply and
demand. As soon as the supply equals or exceeds the
demand, as it does now with almost every class of
female labor, except skilled domestics, the price de-

it

still be room for a]
would hardly takej

the form of soup tickets or the pauper dole at the office]
of the county agent.

But admitting
that

all

it

these

of

evils

let

us ask:

" Doesl

human suffering?" It isl
The amount of suffering!

wicked alms-giving is]
enormous; still greater is that indirectly so caused. ToJ
the former belongs the suffering deliberately inflicted oni
directly caused by

little

children that

foolish and

their misery

may

bring a plentiful!

harvest of alms, and the wretchedness endured by thei

common pauper

in

alternation

with the seasons ot\
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extravagance and

luxury that result from

some

haul than usual from

larger

a

soft-hearted, softer-headed

Senevolent but maleficent individual

to the latter

;

belong

the ulterior results of unthrift, the severance of family
the poorhouse, the lower standard of

in

ties

the

life,
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had drunk himself to death; of old men and women
dying of hunger and cold by the roadside because they
had spent all their earnings while able to work, and
saved nothing for old age; of men and women dying
of painful diseases, neglected and alone, because they

squalor and misery of the poverty that comes of low

had not saved during health enough to keep them and

wages and overwork.
But doubtful as the answer may be to the question
as to whether the amount of pain is diminished, there
is less doubt as to the answer to the further question:

provide doctors and nurses during sickness, would be

"

sum

the

Is

of

human

happiness increased or diminished

"

by charity ?

more

hurtful to the

race in

making

tion that can be caused

on

in

us brutal and

the other direc-

by the demoralization consequent

charity.

Sternness and repression of sentiment might be more

Contrast the dreary, pleasureless existence, for ex-

man

ample, of an old

in the

poorhouse, with his

life in

a house of his own, surrounded by children and grand-

honored

children,

far

degraded, than any check to progress

and

by

respected

his

neighbors.

Contrast the self-respect, that most fruitful source of
happiness, engendered by the possession of a

little

com-

beneficent and might soonest promote the ends of justice,

were

it

not that the effects of the sight of unrelieved

suffering
qualities,

ation of

would cause a deterioration of our higher
more rapid and more hurtful than the deteriorlower qualities caused by alms-giving.

That

when we

to say that

is

are doing our best in

from the

petence for old age, with the dull, hopeless discourage-

charity, our ethical justification

ment of the pauper, even when he

consequences to the givers and to the race through them,

The

cold and hunger.

is

not suffering from

difference in the

piness under these different conditions

that
is

when we

real,

we

we

cannot hesitate as to

upon

The

It is

acts of charity.

we

charity probably does on the

amount of

are forced

is,

that while

whole diminish

actual suiFering,

it

to

some

also diminishes

sum of human happiness; that but for a consideration to which we must come later, a race without

the

charity would be happier than our race with charity,
as

we

practice

This

is

earnest as

it

now.

is

It will

serious.

it

is

all

made

noi justified by

who

nor by

jured by

it,

recipients

on the

which

immediate

its

on

its

re-

charity

its

secondary

which

race,

creates

effects

through the

injured to the extent to

is

pauperism

and

dependence,

lowers wages, allows the substitution of alms for

justice,

favors the survival of the unfit, and so lowers the racial
tone.

Charity

is justified

by

effects

its

on the giver and

helps to develop the emo-

it

and humane side of our nature and saves us from

be,

knowledge

it

might

And

yet

it is

some

of

against charity in general.

way

effects

are always endangered and frequently in-

the debasing and brutalizing effects of the sight and the

the precautions possible against imposture and

in the

out to find.

and not by

we

abuse, with the most earnest desire to aid only the most

worthy, and them

set

effects,

and

impossible to free the most ideal charity from

With

emotional

as truthful

it is

usually administered.

the accusations here

its

be observed that

indict not the best charity, not charity as

but charity as

by

thereby on the race, in that

a serious indictment, but
it

we

the ethical basis

is

justified

is

those which aie physical and intellectual.

cipients,

conclusion to which

extent the

Here then
Charity

which

to the giver

side of the

and not from that of the recipients of their help.

should strike, notwithstanding the very

although often s^fish, pleasure

attends

of the dependent

reflect that the condition

largely the result of charity,

the balance

amount of hapis so enormous

is

that shall develop their

tional

of unrelieved suffering.

If this conclusion

is

accepted as true or as an approxi-

mation to the truth, there
be drawn from
If

we

a

very obvious corollary to

are charitable for our

heavy responsibilty

we may

is

it.

own

benefit

we have

a

to so act in relieving suffering that

reduce the evils caused by

relief to their

lowest

same

powers of self-help, it is yet certain that charity interferes from sentimental consideration with the great law
of progress in animal life and to such an extent is hin-

possible degree, and increase the benefits in the

dering the progress of the race.

whether we practice it as a means of
heaven or only of cultivating, refining and
strengthening our emotional and moral nature for life on
earth.
We must never forget justice in charity, and
our aim must be the permanent benefit of those we assist.

The obvious

reply

is

is

that progress in animal life

down

is

the weaker in stern competition

not the highest form of ability.

That the humane

and emotional side of our nature demands development
as

of

much

as the physical

women

their

and

We must

not use the suffering of our poorer

brethren merely as the opportunity for the operation of
a selfish virtue,

not the whole of progress; that the ability to work, to

save and to crush

proportion.

intellectual.

The

spectacle

and children dying of starvation because
husband and father had been killed by accident, or

gaining

It

is

likely to

evident that relief given in reckless haste,

is

be more hurtful than where care and caution

are exercised.

Alms given

sistent injustice of

some one

to

compensate for the permost likely be a

else, will
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foolish

and mischievous interference between cause and

Independence.

It

was

a clever travesty of the Jeffer-

effect.

sonian document and began

and through some impersonal society will hardly bring to the giver a due return of emoThe more
tional culture for himself and the race.

human

To give by proxy

mechanical charity

is

made

the less virtue there will be

and the more it will promote habitual dependence.
Money given perfunctorily without personal sympathy,
is more likely to be a mere sop to the Cerberus conscience than when it is given directly and under the imin

it,

knowledge of the sorrow it is alleviating.
should be done in such a way as to
develop and not dwarf the self-respect of the person asHelp to self-help must be of all kinds the truest
sisted.
pulse of actual

we do

Surely what

and most just kind of charity.
not the intent of this paper to enter into details

It is

of charity work.

where

line

Anyone who

if we have
may meet.

enough

It is

justice

and charity

indicated the

has followed the argument thus far

:

"

When

in

the course of

becomes necessary for one portion of
the family of men to assume among the people of the
earth a position different from that which they have
hitherto occupied, but one to which the laws of nature
and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect for the
opinions of mankind requires that they should declare
the causes that impel them to such a course." Every
accusation against George the Third was turned against
events

it

"

the masculine absolutism.

He

has compelled her to

submit to laws in the formation of which she had no
" He has taken from her all right in property,
voice."

even to the wages she earns." And so forth. Even in
that little assembly of 1848 the claim to female suffrage
was warmly opposed and carried by only a small

The burning

majority.
years,

whether

public.

The

woman

question had been, for sixteen

should be allowed to speak in

anti-slavery society had split on that issue.

wing

and accepts the conclusions as true or as near truth, will

In 1S40 the Garrisonian

be likely to look for more light in reducing it to practice.
He will find light in abundance, if he looks in the right

World's Anti-Slavery Convention in London, of whom
eight were women
Lucretia Mott at their head. After
a heated debate the female delegates were refused
admission; whereupon the male delegates declined to
act, and London lost its opportunity of listening to the
eloquence of both Lucretia Mott and Wendell Phillips.
Mrs. Stanton, then on her bridal tour, heard the debate.
There her friendship with Lucretia Mott was formed,
and on their return home they inaugurated a quiet
propaganda, which resulted in the convention referred
to and its "amusing" declaration.
Nevertheless, their
movement grew. It was for a time chiefly among
Quakers, among whom it had always been the custom

The science of charity, although far from
has made great advances during the last decade.

direction.
perfect,

Thanks

to the

theory of the organization of charity,

and the association of
fifty

practice charity

be a best

have

upon

way for

as their

charity.

charities,

we

the land societies

in

cities

have

which

in

more than

are trying to

There must

scientific principles.

everything, and the societies referred to

aim to preach and practice the best way in
such considerations as those set

And some

forth in this essay are the cardinal principles

upon which

they are founded.

THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN.
BY MONCURE

Although the press has

D.

CONWAY.

fairly reported the proceed-

Women which has
Washington, the significance of
that congress, its picturesqueness, its impressiveness, have
not been fully reported in any account I have seen.
Although for more than a generation I have been an
its

sessions at

interested and tolerably close observer of

the

Woman's Movement,

I

have

what

is

for the first time

called

become

aware, while attending these sessions, of the immeasurable work for human benefit which women have achieved

during that time.
can

recall

the

There

are

many

besides myself

who

chorus of ridicule which greeted the

earliest

demand

women

forty years ago.

for political equality

chapel at Seneca

Falls,

It

—

to

recognize female equality in schools and religious

Now,

meetings.

after

two-score years, some of those

" pioneers " live to see vast results from their

ings of the eight days' Council of
just closed

a delegation to a

sent

put forth by a few

came from a little Methodist
York, where Lucretia

New

meetings.

Elizabetli Stanton,

whose snowy

Quaker

hair sur-

rounds her blonde face like a halo, has seen

at

the

National Capital a vast harvest, sprung from the seed
then sown.
in the

This Council was not, indeed, summoned

immediate

interest of

female suffrage, but

it

is

awakening of women to their
which then began. So much credit to

largely the result of the

public duties
that

movement being awarded,

may

it

be aflirmed that

the results attained are of far more importance than any
that could

have been anticipated from the particular aim

of those peaceful revolutionists of 1S4S.
In the Grand Opera House,

at

Washington, gaily

decorated in every part with flags of nations and ban-

company
make and to

nerets of states, every seat occupied, a brilliant

gathered daily, morning and evening, to

"Woman's

Mott and Elizabeth Cady Stanton had summoned a
Rights Convention." It was early in July,

delegates from other countries, France, Italy,

and with the celebrations of Independence day ringing
in their ears, these ladies adopted a new Declaration of

land to report that there

work

women.

There were
Denmark,
Finland, Canada; three accomplished ladies from Enghear reports of the

of

women

have the municipal

—
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franchise,
bill

and are included in the new local government
But the main work reported

of Lord Salisbury.

More than
was from America.
were represented. The variety of

organizations

thirty

these, their intricacy,

extent, experiences, and diversified operations, are be-

wildering.

Temperance and peace

half religious, half charitable

schools, clubs,

suffrage societies, social purity society, hospitals, labor

organizations,

had

all

their

account of services to render.
ble mission in a remote part of

impressive history

A small
New

a lady of eighty-two years, able to

A

of helpful work.

rooms

for

lady from Boston

women, with

and

Baptist charita-

Hampshire sends

tell

a thrilling story
tells

of reading

bureau of information which

a

includes churches, theaters, offices,

homes; with lawyers

woman
And here

retained to render assistance gratis to any

de-

prived of her wages or otherwise wronged.

are

accomplished ladies from

New York

to describe equally

important services for well-to-do ladies rendered by
" Sorosis," which discusses

all

questions except those

bearing on religion, politics and woman's rights.

Med-

ical

ladies related their struggles in trying to taste the

still

forbidden

A

of knowledge.

fruit

collusion with a great authority

scientific lady, in

on brains, of the "oppo-

site" sex, refuted the prejudiced statements of Dr.

mond concerning
in a

Ham-

the inferiority of the female brain.

Another, a law-partner with her husband

way which would have

in

Iowa, spoke

impressed the judicial com-

some of the delegates have pleaded.
Everywhere activity, competence, culture, earnestness.
Emerson used to say that eloquence was cheap at antislavery meetings.
The same is true of this woman's
congress. I remember days passed in the Capitol listening to the eloquence of Webster, Clay, Corwin, Sewmittee before which

Benjamin: since those times

ard,

I
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and other forefathers, that a great American university
should be founded

women were

in the federal city.

destined to

fulfill

women, who have

eloquent

it.

looks as

It

have never heard

weaponless soldiers

and

beg men for
men must wound,

hitherto had to

permission to help them, to heal where
their

the

if

If these earnest

should in this friendlier era form their ideal

societies, missions

— training
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to

state,

send

conquer wrongs, establish

their merciful police to aid the progress of civilization,

might they not elevate the national government even
Might not their ideal moral government hover, dovelike, over the chaos of parties,
over the " bosses " and caucuses, until these should be
raised and refined into something more worthy to be
called a Republic?
That such might be the result is
suggested by the fact that since women have been
awakened to the condition of their country, legal and
One
political, momentous changes have taken place.
after another barbarous " survival " has been shamed out
of the masculine code. Women now have rights to property, to professional work, to colleges and degrees,
secured by their appeals to reason and justice. Some
wrongs remain; even great New York preserves
the unjust law which deprives women of any control
over the children they bear. But few of the Northern
It is cerStates preserve that relic of ancient wrong.
tain that such influences as these must continue, and it
becomes wise men to consider whether they shall not
share in this new order and co-operate with it, until the
time shall be ripe to end the long divorce between the

more than by votes?

man and woman.
Pathos and humor have been quaintly mingled

higher energies of

lish, told

the

in

R^mabai Pundita, who speaks Eng-

the proceedings.

when she gave
woman, and how she brought all
was only her simple face which

the sorrows of the zenana; and

Hindu

doctrine of

evil into the

world,

it

speeches so impressive, eloquent, statesmanlike, as those

repressed suspicion of a covert attack on doctrines nearer

Albaugh's Opera House. They were free from rant,
if sometimes touched with fanaticism, were always

the presentation of an American Indian, a large much-

in

and,

quiet

One very handsome lady,
if men should finally

and candid.

effective address, said that
to

admit

women

to participation in their political
left

ment of their own.

It

are

ratify
states

work,

to her they

an

A

spiritual

were

states

in

organized

for

the

varied

service

of

humanity and to confront every form of evil.
They
have adopted a constitution, with Frances Willard for
President and Susan Anthony for Secretary of State.
wealthy lady has donated to them a whole block in

A

Washington to found here a great university of women,
them for all kinds of service to their country.
It was the dream of Washington, Jefferson, Madison

to train

Pundita must have been puzzled by

beaded princess, whose jolly looks did not quite confirm
Alice Fletcher's report, that Indian women had declared

in

hundred years ago the original
hot debate whether they would
the Constitution.
Now here were delegates from
more important than geographical ones, moral and

really doing.

thirteen states

little

refuse

women but to set up a governstruck me that this was what they

nothing would be

The

home.

were

better off as Indians than under white

law. President Willard, as

we may now

call her,

began

her speech on organization by holding up her hand and

Look at that " We were thinking it was a
when she said " There's not much in it. But
With this she held out the same hand
that!"

saying "

!

neat hand

look at

doubled into a
organization.

little

The

fist,

fist

symbolizing the potency of

was not formidable.

Were

it

only large enough to grasp a sword perhaps there would

now be no

suffrage question.

so held out raised a smile at

The

little

first,

but

symbolical

fist

may have

re-

it

minded others besides myself that the demand of woman
on man is the only one that does not threaten, which appeals to the sentiment of justice. Helen Gardiner, who has
long been an invalid confined to her room in New York,
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suddenly appeared here and made the vigorous speech,
of wit as well as science, vivisecting Hammond's

full

statement on the female brain. To a startled friend,
who supposed her ill at home, she answered, " I've been
resurrected for this occasion."
the way,

made some

This

lady, by

brilliant

Garden
sensation might have been

describe nature, but the impression nature has

you."

have remembered

I

to describe

the impression

Many

has extended to religion.

am

called orthodox, but I

told

it is

As

narrative of the Fall.

many

who

reject the

authority loves authority, so

does one kind of freedom love another. Easter Sunday
afternoon was given up to a succession of religious
utterances one speaker was a Congregationalist, another
:

Hooker, Mrs. Stowe's sister)
Boston
described herself as a Christian Spiritualist.
spoke through Ednah Cheney, a « Parkerite," and from
a Methodist, another (Mrs.

the same region came an able lady named Elizabeth
Stuart, who presides over a " Society of Humanity."

have rarely heard so much unconscious heresy uttered
There was a
to be orthodox.
learned and ingenious address by Mrs. Gage, explaining
that in the word "Jehovah" are combined the male and
I

I!Y

also, that the

Dove, the Holy

Spirit, originally represented the divine

feminine prin-

she referred to the Aramaic Gospel, in
Mother, the Holy Spirit." Thus
which Jesus says "
there were many varieties and shades of theological
this

My

opinion, but also a prevailing religious

spirit.

It

may

be doubted if so many different, even antagonistic,
views were ever before uttered so freely on the same
platform without eliciting an inharmonious note, or
even a word of reply from one to another. It would
appear that in the presence of a great and absorbing
also

and concern abstract opinion

to a subordinate position.

Are we

relegated

is

to gain liberation

from dogmatism through the reconciling and charitable
who are sometimes said to
influence of women
Are they to remind a
keep the churches going?

—

dogmatizing world of the old saying, "
sacrifice,

but charity".?

be discoverable

in this

Some

I

desire not

traces of asceticism

may

Council, lingering, perhaps, from

attempt
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CONTINUED.

despondency, the apathy or the excitement of
by any physical indications, and

ness, the

the patient, as readily as

on the principles of moral diagnosis would
have to include an important chapter on the moral
changes effected by the use of unnatural food. Abnormal appetites can assume the phases of true chronic diseases, and the study of their concomitant moral and
mental phenomena opens out a most interesting field of
a text-book

inquiry.

The
fact that

doctrine of evolution readily accounts for the

under normal conditions of the animal organism

and wholesome substances are attractive, inIn the course of ages the
repulsive.
continued operation of natural selection can be easily
conceived to have favored the survival of individuals
distinguished by a predilection for the most appropriate
nutritious

ones

jurious

food of their species and to have eliminated those afflicted
with a morbid hankering after poisons. To the palate
of a normal

human

child, apples,

— the
— are naturally

honey and nuts

natural food of our next animal relatives

opium, strychnine and alcohol naturally reless explicable by-law of our physiconstitution, the persistent disregard of such warning

attractive;

pulsive.
cal

But, by a

can turn that aversion into a passionate craving,
and substances which at first seemed almost intolerably
repulsive may become the objects of a morbid appetite,

instincts

rising

to a violent and progresoverpower the resistance

from a furtive hankering

sive passion,

which

at last will

of every nobler instinct and

moral principles of

its

an

vilest propensities

completely

victim.

British prelate, " will shake

healthful.

Robert Browning once remarked to his preacher,
sermon on nature, " You ought not to try and

OR,

DIET

viction that the

after a

idle to

Every disorder of the human organism has its charThere are diseases which
acteristic moral symptoms.
an experienced physician can rocognize by the restless-

Quaker sponsors; some of the leaders insist on a
world without wine or the Havana solace, and frown
on fashionable costumes and dances; but the puritanical phase is already passing, and it will probably
be found in the end here, as in England, that the movement towards larger female freedom and culture will
include the evolution of a mode more beautiful and
its

;

Part

by persons supposed

female principles of deity;

were

PHYSIOLOGY.*

these ladies are

of

rare to find one

believes in eternal punishment, and that

practical cause

it

It

made on

speaking of

in

have but briefly and lamely spoken of
made on me.

BODY AND MIND

But the remarkable discourses from memanticipated.
bers of the Council to which Washington listened on
Easter Sunday, proved that independence of thought

For

I

it.

allusion to " the fable of the

of Eden," from which a

ciple.

Women.

Council of

this great

his advice

my

"

No

pervert the

denial," says

a

experience-proved con-

power of prayer may transform the
But is it a less
of the human heart."

significant, or less indisputable fact that

mere chemical change

in the

the effect of a

harmless beverage

known
man

sweet grape-juice, will turn an upright
into a dastard and a genius into an imbecile?
as must, or

The

incipient stage of alcoholism

irritable

is

characterized by

impatience of restraint, making discipline

irksome, and occasionally manifesting

itself in a

cynical

;

:

THE OPEN COURT.
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disregard of politeness and decorum.
are apt to delight in the

wanton

drinkers

violation of formalities,

and a certain aggressive coarseness of speech and manners is carried to as reckless extremes in the wine-drink-
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conception of any other passion, that of frenzied jealousy
hardly excepted. Dr. Mussey, in an address before a

medical society, mentioned the case of a tippler

who,

ing universities of the Rhenish border as in the beerdrinking villages of eastern Bavaria, and often neutralizes

squandering every cent he owned or could borrow,
was at last consigned to an almshouse in a populous
town of southern New England. "Within a few days

the high breeding of the most fastidious aristocrats.
"
do you account for the custom of ladies re-

failed.

How

the end of a banquet?" Piickler

tiring before

so

Muscau

" That's a pretty open secret

asked his British host.

—

is

impaired, while

the activity of the lower propensities

is

correspondingly

" Brain-workers,"

increased.

Dr.

says

Bouchardat,

"should confine themselves to metaphysical tonics. Alcoholic drinks, at any rate, are unavailable for that pur-

Even

pose.

after a single glass of

champagne

found that the slight mental exaltation

The mind

a slight obfuscation.

is

I

accompanied

soars, but

it

soars

"/« vino Veritas"

a Latin proverb

is

which would

enhance the acumen of the mental

holic stimulants

real

and thus

meaning

facilitate

the investigation of truth.

facIts

which

left a

guest the alternative

to stimulate the

in their turn, react

tiveness, the latter fact

on the

amatory propensicomba-

instinct of

being curiously illustrated in the

disposition of camels, stags, cats, and even
and woodcocks, during the period of the pairing

aggressive

Hence those

season.

fits

of pugnacity, following ab-

ruptly upon the maudlin endearments of an emotional

The

toper.

traveler

Kohl

describes a scene in a Russian

where all non-combatants sought
whenever a certain guest offered

tavern,
flight

standers, because they
try to brain

Long

knew

them with

that a

safety in instant
to kiss the by-

minute after he would

a poker.

continued, the immoderate use of alcoholic bev-

erages rarely
self-respect.

fails to result in

Under

men formerly

the loss of self-reliance and

the influence of alcoholism even

distinguished by high-minded principles

become capable

of gross iniquities, and often try

morbid passion by systematic deceit.
would have scorned to injure even an enemy by an intentional misrepresentation,
have been known to resort to perjury and fraud, to appropriate a pittance needed for the support of their starvgratify

Men who

their

in their better years

ing children or the hard-earned savings of a trusting
friend.

stump

the

a bowl of rum, into which he plunged his bleeding
stump, then raising the bowl to his mouth, drank freely,

and exultingly exclaimed

Opium

by a morbid

trasted

:

'

Now

am

satisfied.'

"

activity of certain semi-intellectual

"Wealthy mandarins,"

faculties.

I

induces a physical indolence strangely consays the

rites for

North China

years in advance,

and meet death complacently, in the hope of having
by an orator under the influence of
De Quincey and Coleridge
the choicest poppy-juice."
their virtues extolled

owed

their

weirdest conceits to the stimulus of the

time, though, the enervation of the narcotized organism

table-rule

Alcohol seems also

quails

With

realiza-

A

of a timely exit or complete intoxication.

which,

blow.

at a single

probably suggested the adoption of the

thus leads to the revelation of private secrets.

ties,

it oflf

and streaming, he ran into the house, crying: 'Get
some rum get some rum! my hand is off!' In the
confusion and bustle of the occasion somebody did bring

dreamy drug, and the " Arabian Nights " are said to record the visions of an opium trance. In the course of

wine loosens the tongue and

rather that

is

tion of that risk

Macedonian

wood-shed of the establishment,

Herald^ "arrange their funeral

be considerably mistranslated by the assertion that alco-

ulties

into the

raised

have

into clouds."

to

He went

ful.

placed one hand upon a block, and with an axe in the
other, struck

efficiency of the perceptive faculties

will

he had devised various expedients to procure rum but
At length he hit upon one that proved success-

can make bawdry," was the blunt reply.
Under the direct influence of alcoholic stimulants the

we

by

after

In the paroxysm of their alcohol-thirst baffled

topers have carried their point by stratagems

beyond the

becomes more comprehensive, and the worn-out opiumeaters of eastern China are described as the most complete mental and physical wrecks seen outside of an

Opium and Buddhism co-operate in proidiot asylum.
ducing that absolute indifference to the approach of
death which often amazes Caucasian visitors to the vicebatch of Chinese criminals
centers of the far East.
will discuss commonplace topics with languid equanim-

A

while the court prepares to announce their doom
and during the recent Burmese campaign a British officer witnessed the execution of three native murderers
ity,

who seemed to enjoy a pleasant siesta when they squatted
down in the trenches to face the firing detachment.
While the Provost Marshal examined the loaded musone of the doomed men picked up a straw to clean
out the tube of his pipe, and when two minutes after an
kets,

ill-aimed ball of the

fellow-culprits

were

first

volley dashed out his teeth, his

seized with a

fit

of uncontrollable

laughter.

The

rulers of the

Bagdad

caliphate used to stimulate

the courage of their household troops with hasheesh^ a
narcotic

still

extensively used in western Asia and the

Malay archipelago, where the
drug are apt

to "

run

amuck"

votaries of

the direful

— rushing about with bran-

till they are treated to an anodyne in the
form of a knock-down blow. An extract of the same
drug, is, however, used as a "love-philter," an additional

dished daggers,
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proof that pugnacity

is

a

concomitant of the exotic

passion.

A

promotes

a convivial disposition, while

moderate dose of hasheesh,

like

alcohol,

opium-smokers

a moral sedative.

is

The maxims

of

stoi-

cism, or rather quietism, harmonize with the lethargic
influence of the popular

increase of the poison-dose, and

weed

as naturally as the pas-

sionate temper of the South-Latin races harmonizes with

the effect of their hot spices; and the equanimity of the
tobacco-smoking Mussulman proceeds from a chemical^
rather than philosophical, source of causation.

Our

and

its

lenitive influence

is

aggravated by an increased demand

for opiates.

The

defeated Turks seek solace in over-

doses of nicotine that have completed their national de-

Europe famine and war have
more than once been followed by veritable alcohol

generation, and in western

epidemics.

KARL THEODOR BAYRHOFFER AND HIS SYSTEM
OF "NATURALISTIC MONISM."

car-

at

last

degenerates into a chronic aversion to mental

efforts.

The

precocious use of tobacco

stunt the development of

the

more

very apt to

is

practical mental

Boy-smokers are given to day-dreams and
In Spanish America the sight of a

faculties.

procrastination.

languid, cigarette-lethargized youngster

is

a

BY

EDMUND MONTGOMERY.

may have

promoted its adoption among the care-worn toilers of
our feverish traffic-civilization. But those advantages
are indisputably offset by the enervating effects of the
Inveterate smokers endure the vexations
nicotine habit.
of daily life with a quietude which gradually passes into
apathy and indolence; and though the moderate use of
the seductive narcotic seems rather to promote a certain
dreamy enjoyment of metaphysical studies, that predilection soon becomes a penchant for mystic reveries, and

very famil-

In China every

of refuge from any unusual affliction.

nivorous redskins seem to use tobacco as an antidote of
their ferine instincts,

poison-slaves are

all

temptation of making their tipple a Lethe

liable to the

public calamity

love solitude and silence.

Tobacco

COURT.

Part IV.

Bayrhoffer seriously strives to gain a firm foundation
for his naturalistic

Monism.

But, here, the notion that

Being must necessarily consist of a "simple"
essence
the same notion which for many centuries has
played so confusing and ominous a part in our concepleads our monistic philosopher to
tion of soul or mind
declare, that all monads must be in every respect equally
a unit of

—

—

Now, we

constituted existents.

stand

why

can quite well under-

the mechanical world-conception

is

logically

assume as original building-material equal
units of mass; for its endeavor is to derive diversity in
nature as brought about solely by difference of arrangement through difference of motion. But why should
monads, which are conceived as irradiating centers of all
compelled

to

manner of efficiency, be
and

of necessity equally constituted,

simply because they are assumed to be

phenomenon; and in a college-town of northern Belgium my tobacco- smoking schoolmates were characterized by a certain good-natured phlegm, coupled, however,

cerptible and elemental

with slowness of comprehension and often with

equal and indiscerptible units of absolute Being

iar

latent

The

The
all

selfishness.

milder narcotics, tea and coffee, betray their

in-

this

necessary consequence of such a conception of

difference in nature

mere co-existence

symptoms

interaction.

of nervous disorder have their mental confre-

quently degenerating into petulance, querulous aggressiveness, or

its

female modification, a certain lachrymose

penchant for " playing the persecuted saint."
" Poison " and " stimulant " would seem

would have

to

number

It

is,

of their equal

units,

and the

however, incomprehensible

how

a

of equal and self-identical units should through

and

how

modes of

re-

they should come to form more and

more heterogeneously synthetized compounds,
to be inter-

that

modes of elementary

intrinsic necessity ever enter into different
lation,

is,

be derived from

nothing but the spatial grouping of the

fluence only after years of habitual use, but the eventual

comitants in a characteristic sensitiveness of temper,

indis-

?

that dis-

play most complex and unitary modes of interaction

for the drug-market hardly knows
any virulent product of the mineral or vegetable creation
which not somewhere has become the object of an unThe Ashantees fuddle with sorghum
natural appetite.
beer; the Mexicans with fermented aloe sap ("pulque");

cerptible and

the pastoral Tartars with fermented mare's milk; the

ception.

aborigines of Honduras with hemlock sap; the natives

two and two equally conceived units constitute the higher compound "four," through mental or
cerebral synthesis; but that two and two equal and real
existents can constitute through mere spatial grouping
a compound and yet unitary existent, essentially differ-

changeable terms,

of Kamtschatka with an infusion of the

common

toadstool; the Druses with fox-glove tea.

Arsenic, cin-

fly-

nabar, and even acetate of copper, have their votaries;
and the civilization of the western Caucasians has added
absinthe, ergot and chloral.
All stimulant habits, however, are progressive^ i. e.
the besetting passion involves a hankering for a gradual

with one another.

This impossibility of conceiving, how simple, indisequal elementary units can ever form

higher compounds,
fer's

tion,

Monadology,

The

is

an inherent weakness of Bayrhof-

as well as of the

atomistic" notion

atomic world con-

amounts

to the

assump-

not that

ing in nature from themselves; that for instance a certain

number of atoms

of

hydrogen are through mere

peculiar spatial grouping capable of forming oxygen,
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and other numbers of the same atoms by the same means

conceived as centers of activity.

other material substances.*

invisible

BayrhofFer recognizes

order to derive

at least, that in

heterogeneity in nature, there must already exist some
specific difference in the factors of combination,

such combination can be realized only

medium

of

some

He

sort.

"The

says:

and that

in a synthetical

heterogeneity

of the materials, forces, motions and laws of the perceptible world, can find

the identical

explanation only in the fact that

its

monads

are capable of entering into mani-

specific relations ;

fold

consequently there exist

that

divers systems of synthesis, and then again divers sys-

As

tems of such systems."

which complex

synthetical

medium, in
dynami-

are realized, he assumes a

eflfects

atmosphere or ether, constituted through the uni-

cal

versal blending of

the interacting forces that emanate

all

from the individual monads or dynamical centers.
But when urged positively to explain how differences
really arise in his system of equal

monads, BayrhofFer

forced to base his qualitative or " specific relations"

is

on

a purely quantitative device.

discerptible, they can

For monads being

in-

never lose their individuality or

elemental identity in any kind of combination.

Conse-

They

are as such the

Being

foundation of the material universe.

connected together in everlasting unity through ceaseless interaction, they compose the perceptible world.

They

are centralized spheres of

life

and motion, and by

entering into interactive enchainment with one another

they

create

power of indisOnly as the product of such
elements or monads can space-occupy-

extension^ through their

cerptible self-preservation.

interacting living

ing matter be conceived to be the monistic reality, in

which

all

phenomena

natural

rise

and

Take away

set.

the self-subsistent monadic substance, and the universe

dwindles away into a system of mere relations without
related subjects; becomes, in fact, a geometrical dream
figured in

empty

space.

Real or objective space cannot be separated from
real Being; for it is a form constituted by such Being.

The

separateness of

its

parts or

its

so-called extension,

can be only the result of the resistance and repulsion of

And,

the elements of Being.
space,

making

it

Which

that

one continuous expanse,

is

unifies real

the result of

the connection and attraction of these same monads or
dynamic elements. Distance-producing self-preservation

quently,

on the part of the interacting elements cannot be con-

that,

ceived without motion; for real space exists only as the

it can be only in the region of mutual contact,
through the conception of a more or less profound
interpenetration, any kind of heterogeneity can be made

an absolutely equal nature

product of the repulsive-attractive oscillation of monads
and their compounds, and therefore with motion and
time.
Motion and time are consequently likewise prod-

should ever, from intrinsic necessity, come to enter into

ucts of the interaction of the elementary units of Being.

unequal relations; to interpenetrate one another to an
unequal extent, or to form in any way heterogeneous

thinking beings.

compounds.

efficient reality, possessing definite limitations,

to arise.

hensible,

It is,

however,

how monads

of

Criticism, however,

is

as

already stated, incompre'-

not our present task.

We

wish only to point out how obscure the conception of
absolute Being still remains, even to the most penetrating gaze. We are well aware that the problems here
under consideration will be deemed abstruse and tedious
by most readers; but whoever aspires to be a naturalistic
Monist ought not to recoil from the trouble of learning on what philosophical and scientific basis his creed
is

actually resting.

Allowing BayrhofFer

to start

with richly endowed

real-ideal units, or psycho-physical elements of absolute

Being,

let

us see

how he

itself

not perceivable by

the senses, nor really figurable in imagination, carries,
nevertheless, within

universe, with

all

it

its

the ground of visibility.
material-spiritual

The

phenomena,

forms, laws, forces, can be understood and explained as
the outcome of the interaction of those simple, indivisible,

imperishable elements of Being, which have to be

tendency of recent chemistry to conceive all material substances
as multiple compounds of identical units. But the law of Avogadro, on which
recent chemical theory is chietJy founded, presupposes, on the contrary, unequal
specific weights of constituent atoms, which means that there are different kinds
of atoms. And spectrum analysis demonstrates that even hydrogen must be a
compound of at least four totally heterogeneous constituents.
*It is the

and

forc-

ing these limitations on our individual space-perceptions.

The

entire

sweep of our

actual space-perception

is

cer-

by some real efficiency
There can be no empty places

tainly determined in every point

affecting our sensibility.
in

any part of

its

extension, otherwise our perception

would have no object and therefore be nothing.
The totality of monads constitutes the universe and
is all in all.
There exists nothing beyond; no absolute
Only a
idea; no Deity; no immortal human soul.
totality of

simple elements, subsisting together and keep-

ing apart from one another by their

own

activity.

No

space, no time, no motion, are presupposed; absolutely

proceeds:

Elemental being, though

Abstract empty space exists only in the imagination of
Objective space is in all its parts an

nothing but the monads.

These form through

eternal

And

the ab-

and incessant interaction a definite whole.
solute

ground or essence of the universe

is,

therefore,

not the single monad, but the unity of monads.

If this

were not so, if the monad were a self-occluded existent,
it would be devoid of quality, quantity and power of
manifestation.
It would be, in fact, the incognizable
" real " of Herbart.

The

monad

real

tion
ties

receives

and

all

relation.

between which

its

But
it is

simple and
attributes

relation

ever-identical

only in combina-

without persistent entiwould be a mere

to take place,
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A

form without essence.
but relations would be

The

universe

individuals within the absolute self-conditioned unity of

Perceptible matter, with

form.

and forces,

is

all

its

mutable forms

the product of the ever-changing interac-

Following the tendency toward
universal, but never-attainable equilibration, one state of
existence issues from another ad infinitum, and the world
can never come to a standstill, as predicted at present by
tion of the

monads.

scientists.

Now,

it

is

inconceivable that an existent, while in

contact with other existents, and during

its

affection

through them, should not at the same time maintain its
own identity. And this means that it must be a life, a
force, something dynamical, exhibiting reactive efficienand differentiated

cies

The monads

self-identity.

stand-

ing thus in immediate relations to one another are sus-

pended, as

it

were,

a connecting immaterial ether,

in

through which they represent, stimulate,
repel one another.
All perceptible matter

attract
is

and

the con-

relative equilibrium of monads.
and mental, is the tension within
monadic combinations. All motion the product of such
tension when monads are striving from their present

represented

sciously

All

force, physical

position to reach a

Mental

states,

new

we

are conscious of, are ap-

pearances,only within the highest forms of material beings.

But

since they inhere in the

ferent combination

is

potentiality of spirit

same matter, which

the internal

monad

phenomenology of matter.

flecting units.

in dif-

forming crystals and plants, the
must be dwelling in all forms of

nature, and consequently in the

They

Mind is
Monads are re-

itself.

internally represent the activity

ception or illumination has always

its

phenomenon.

In the progressive periods and regions

of material evolution, the universe

external

phenomenism of

passing from the

is

sensitive impulsions

— which

appear in our consciousness as the motion of unconscious
nature into an internal phenomenism of the same, by

—

means

of the building

up of feeling and conscious

sys-

tems of monads. In unconscious nature the primordial
forces of the monads, which are perception and impuland instantly dissolve into movements
and constructions of perceptibly extended forms. In
order that the consciousness of higher organisms may

sion, continually

there must take place a persistent reflection of the

arise,

moving and constructing energy out of movement back
into itself.

And

this

The

act of intelligence has to gain duration.

occurs by part of the

transformed into feeling.

movement being

steadily

Just as the elements of mat-

through immediate and mediate penetration create
from within an external center of gravitating equilibrium,
so do the sensations and the impulsions become comMediated
bined and centralized in the organism.
through the coherent and materially perceptible system of
the monads in which they inhere, they manifest themter

central part

of the organic system.

perception.

It is

origin in an affec-

Consciousness

is

an inner illumination of the stimulated

by

center, caused

of

inhibition

reactive

movement.

Mind abstracted from nature is nothing but a chimera.
The ego of an animal or man is a phenomenon of the
Hence it
united forces of a definite system of monads.
is

mortal, becoming annihilated through separation into

elemental individuals.

Such inner per-

exerted upon them by other monads.

fundamental energy of every natural

attraction, are the

selves as concentrated feeling and volition in a concrete

state of equilibrium.

such as

and sensitive forces of the monads,

intrinsic vital

causing the self-movement of alternate repulsion and

of nothing.

the absolute multiplicity of elemental

is

The

world consisting of nothing

phenomenon

a
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In

human beings

there occurs a gradual transforma-

tion of natural necessity into

purpose or

Purpose

idea.

monad from without by other monads. And
this reciprocal perception among monads is the groundwork of all nature. It is the primitive power of unifi-

involves the representation of natural necessity in free

cation or synthesis, and therewith primordial intelligence,

many

tion of the

and the germ of
there

is

no force

all

the manifold forces of matter.

in nature that has

For

not originated from

This allows the manifold forms of such

consciousness.

natural necessity to appear in

ize

free consciousness as so

possible data of choice, enabling the subject to real-

by force of

his natural

reality than another.

organism rather one form of
is a specific form

Hence purpose

human

the self-assertion of existents called forth from without.

of possible reality posited in

And

the subject of this consciousness seizes then

matter, as the system of interacting monads, can-

not be conceived as existing without reciprocal reaction
or percipience within

The monads

its

component

are necessarily living beings, inasmuch

moving

sensibility.

And

to

system of interdependent enand fro by impulsions given through

this involves the internal representation

of an external influence.

Of

telligence of the elements of
to the consciousness of

Being

is

animals or men.

or intelligence of the latter

such internal reflection.

course, this primordial in-

is

not comparable

Yet

the

mind

only the highest form of

Necessity assumes thus the

form of

liberty.

Human

as they are constituting a

telechies

And

upon the

given data of the objective world, as means to realize his
purposive idea.

units.

consciousness.

beings,

the further

they

advance

in

hu-

manitarian progress, the more consistently do they feel

urged

to posit their entire life as

an

ideal, for the

sake of

whose realization they seek correspondingly to determine the objective world in all feasible directions. Man
His whole being is
has no purpose outside himself.
rooted in the
is

soil

of natural necessity

simply the self-assertion of his

;

and

human

his

purpose

nature through
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his

own

art,

enjoyment, are

Work, knowledge,

consciousness.
all

And

of the conscious subject.
religion can be

man

no other than

individual of

morality,

expressions of the self-assertion

all its

the aim of humanitarian

to free the life of the hu-

inconsistencies,

by means

by human society

attained

art,

society

is

a social de-

mocracy established through the willing co-operation of

He

all.

firmly believed in the future realization of the

communistic
an ideal

is

"Such
man is a

Enthusiastically he exclaims:

ideal.

no chimera.

It

is

chimera to the animal, and

a chimera only as

Newton and

Leibnitz chi-

meras to the savage. The time will surely come when
humanity will look upon our present stage of civilization as only semi-animal."

We have now
We are conscious
we

idea

fect

to take leave of

that

it is

our Wisconsin sage.

but a faint and very imper-

have been able here to convey of a

life

de-

voted to exalted meditation and to dutiful compliance

with philosophical persuasions. With BayrhofFer rational

"The

first

speaker of the course, George A. Schilling, repre-

sented one extreme of the Knights of Labor, which range, as he

from the absolute individualist to the State socialist, and
from the State socialist to the men and women who believe simply that in union there is strength.
He is himself the extreme
individualist; that is, he believes that no external authority
should interfere with the doings of private individuals. He rejected the idea of the Knights of Labor that government should
control railroads and other enterprises, but he thought that mutual consent and free competition would remove incentives to
crime and other difficulties in the way of true progress. Individ-

seems to be the new word for anarchist.
"The second lecture of the course was given by Lyman J.
Gage, Vice-President of the First National Bank, on 'Banking and
the Social System.' Premising that he stood there as a believer
in self-government and in the largest practical liberty, he conHe
sidered the law necessary to guard and protect that liberty.
thought the laws of supply and demand would eventually work
out the problems, and that strikes would be settled by arbitration.
ualist

He gave

a history of national banking, presenting

its

advantages,

the contemplation of the great progressive up-

which questions were asked persistently."
In the third meeting Thomas J. Morgan spoke on "The
Labor Question from the Standpoint of the Socialist." Most of
the hearers must have been impressed that the socialistic ideal,
Mr. Morgan
if realized, would wipe out all individuality of man.

World-wide philosophical

described very vividly the evils of the present society, but the

thinking had gained

mastery over the instinctive

full

cravings of animal man.

During

his

ardent search for

true Reality, individual self-concern had well nigh lost
itself in

the very

said,

at large.

human

Bayrhoffer's ideal of

his own views and plans, without fear of interruption, to
men he wishes to meet. Miscellaneous discussion is
excluded for obvious reasons; but, at the close of the evening's
address, questions may be put freely, provided it is done in a
proper manner.

expound

of the

cumulative gain of work, knowledge, morality and

937

heaval of universal Being.
conviction had

and fears.

He

become

the living source of his hopes

after

remedy

on a strange mission here below, but

as a full-freighted

by him would be worse than

offered

these evils, for

all

the socialistic society would be like a penitentiary in a grand style.

not as a self-occluded personal soul

felt,

In the next

number of The Open Court Wheelbarrow

have some remarks on the

first

will

conference.

and yet transitory impersonation of supreme natural

And

achievement.
tient

as

he lived, so he died;

in presen-

joy and perfect confidence of the coming brother-

hood of man, and the

final

triumph of the religion of

humanity.

'RULES AND SUGGESTIONS FOR THE ORGANIZED
CHARITIES OF LYNN, MASS.
The Reporter, an organ of Organized Charity, recommends
the Rules and Suggestions adopted by the Associated Charities
of

Lynn, Mass.,
1.

ECONOMIC CONFERENCES BETWEEN BUSINESS
MEN AND WORKING MEN.
"The 'burning
undoubtedly the labor question
and it
seems now as if almost every conversation, almost every meeting
ofthoughlful men and women for whatever purpose, brought out
sooner or later various aspects of these problems for discussion.
"A good move toward their right solution has been made
E. E.
'

M.

writes to T/ir Christian Register:

of to-day

is

recently by iMr. Salter.

ment of

believes that the basis of

must be the

all

clear understanding

'

—

equally,

may

2.
3.

kind.

the socialist, the trades-unionist, or the communist

As a

visitor of this society

you

will not give

money

or

its

Approach a family with tact, delicacy and sympathy.
Study their condition, its cause, and by what means they

can be raised to independence.
4.
is

Never

being to see

state the object of a visit as

if

relief

wanted.
5.

Do

not disclose the information you gain to any person

except the proper officers of the Conference.
6.

settle-

by one
party of just what the other wants and is trying to secure, and to
this end he has planned and inaugurated a series of meetings
which he calls Economic Conferences between Working Men
Land Business Men.'
" In these meetings the speakers are men representing the
'business interests of the city on the one hand, and the different
phases of thought and organization among working men on the
other. They afford to the latter the chance to hear employers
and capitalists explain their own position and difficulties subjects discussed usually at clubs and associations, where the listeners are comparatively of one opinion with the speaker.
Here,
these questions

its

equivalent, except in case of absolute distress.

;

He

compend of

RULES.

NOTES.

question

as the very best

7.

Do not use your position for any purpose
You will not announce yourself as a

society, but as a friend or neighbor,

hoping

of proselytism.
visitor

of any

them

in pro-

to aid

curing work.
S.

Do

9.

Be wise and

not take notes in the house you
cautious, but do not

visit.

show

suspicion.

Bring or send a report of your case to the Conference at
once a month. Attend the meetings of the Conference as

ID.

least

often as possible, as ^-ou will find

them

helpful.

SUGGESTIONS.

As our object

the permanent improvement of the character
and condition of the poor, we must strive to promote habits of
is

'

and industry. Insist on temperance.
first aim of the visitor should be to establish friendly
relations; this requires time and patience; we cannot expect to

thrift

The

THE ORKN
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win

their confidence simply because

show an

we

visit

tiieni,

but must

unselfish interest in them.

;

;

Do

recommend

not

aid in the case of vice or laziness.

The

of such, except in extreme need, is an injury to the family
discouragement to their industrious and thrifty neighbors.
One great lack in the lives of the poor is bright, healthful
entertainment. The crowded rooms and general discomfort of
their surroundings often drives men to the saloon and young
girls to unhealthy amusements.
Visitors might arrange entertainments and talks, which would give a little brightness and
cheer to the lives of the poor.
relief

a

OBITUARY.
Prof William D. Gunning, lecturer and writer on scientific
subjects, died at Greely, Colorado, March 8th.
He was born in
Bloomingburg, Ohio, in 1S30; graduated at Oberlin College,
studied in New York City, and also with Prof Agassiz; he held
lectureships at Hillsdale College, Michigan, and in Pittsburgh,
and was the author of a " Life History of Our Planet." He con-

The Open Court

the articles " Katzenjammer," in
"Putting OflF the Old Man, Adam," No. 3, p. ey,"*
" Memory," No. 13, p. 361
" Tolstoi and Primitive Christianity," No. 15, p. 39S; " The Old Man of the Sea," No. 19, p.
507,
and at the time of his death had been engaged as the pastor of
tributed to

No.

I,

p.

4;

;

the Unitarian Society in Greely.

Edward
one

Schroter, a sturdy

champion of free-thought, and

among our German
compatriots, died at his home in Sauk City,,Wis., April 22d. He
had almost attained the age of four-score. At the moment of
of the foremost

promoters of

liberal ideas

death even his mind was engaged with the subject of his long
life's labor, the establishment of free-religious congregations, and
while the angel of death hovered over him he spoke of the constitution of the organization

he had founded, and

in

which he had

expressed his views.
at

and afterward the universities of Jena and Gottingen.
In 1841 he had passed the necessary examinations in the departlatter place,

ment of theology.
In 1845 he became associated with the
German-Catholic movement, and his name was accordingly
stricken from the

list

of eligible candidates to ecclesiastical pre-

He devoted

his sole attention then to the establishment
of the German-Catholic Congregation of Worms, but was de-

prived of the privilege of residence by a governmental decree.

He

possible to a

emigrated to America

a " Free Congregation "

in
in

which he was soon obliged
illness. Schroter was called

1850.

He immediately

the city of
to

established

New York — a

abandon by reason of

project

his wife's

He was here
1853 to Sauk City.
obliged to pursue the calling of a husbandman as well as that of
in

man

The

task

was

difficult,

and only

of extraordinary vitality and strength of pur-

His success in this position has been confirmed by the
independence he achieved and the universal recognition of
those with whom he has been associated for nearly half a
century. He acted as speaker in the Sauk City Congregation
almost to the close of his life, while his later contributions and
the support tendered to the Freidetiker" and the Amerikanisclie
Turnerzeitung " show that his interest in the liberal movement had
not even then abated. He was one of the directors of the Radical
Union, and represented his congregation as well as other German
free- thought associations of this country as a delegate to the freethought congress assembled at Brussels in 1880.
We give a translation of the main articles in the constitution
of the Free Congregation (Freie Gemeinde) of Sauk county, in
which are incorporated the views of his life's work:
(A.) This organization shall be styled the " Free Congregation " {Freie Gemeinde) of Sauk county, and the incorporation
of the same shall be etfected under this name.
(B.)
This organization adopts the following leading principles as its fundamental rules of action; but it must affirm in
advance that these leading principles are also supposed to be
susceptible of continued development.
GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND DEFINITIONS.
§3. The object of this organization is not the subjection of
self to an external power, or to the authority of a person or book,
which will, by such unconditional obedience, insure man happiness.
It is the very opposite of that: it is the intellectual and
moral freedom of man, his independence and self-dependence in
thought, judgment, volition, resolve and action.
§ 4. The means to this end are consequently no supernatural and incomprehensible artifices (the sole traffic of a church),
the
natural and comprehensible means whereby man is wont
but
to influence the mind and character of his fellow-men, stimulating
and ennobling them discourse, song and interchange of opinion.
Nor do we preclude ritual forms so long as they remain unforced, reasonable and true to our sense of propriety.
pose.

'^

'^

:

For there are periods in the life of families, of nations and of
mankind significant and serious enough to merit commemoration
and which deserve to be celebrated in a becoming and edifying
manner by those whom interest or sentiment have joined together.

We

could mention here the festival of gladness, celebrated by a
when increased by the advent of a new member, and the

family
rites

solemnized when a

member

passes away; the introduction

of children into the congregation, after they have been instructed
in the

principles of the same; the

ceremony of marriage; the

celebration of the day of the birth or the day of the death of great

men;

the anniversaries of great historical events.

We

have no dogmas or decrees of belief, established for
principles and views of life only, and they are
susceptible of continued emendation.
We seek to establish an independent view of life in order to
adapt our mode of life independently to it.
For us there are no godless people in point of doctrine (theoretical atheists); there are godless people only in deed (practical
atheists), that is, those who act as though no highest universal
cosmic law prevailed to which they were to submit, and as though
no moral cosmic order existed to which they were to conform.
We no more demand (decree) belief in God and immortality
than we do unbelief
§6. We recognize no order of priesthood as the exclusive
bearer of the spirit of truth standing opposed to the order of
laymen as mere empty vessels; as is the case with the Catholic
and, to a great extent, with the Protestant church.
But we recognize preachers or teachers, who are elected by
all

George Ludwig Edward Schroter was born June 4th, iSii,
Lengede in Hildesheim. He visited the gymnasium of the

ferment.

a free-thought preacher, for the remuneration oflFered by his con-

gregation was small indeed.

Encourage progress, however slow.
Be careful to avoid inquisitiveness.
Do not dictate, but suggest changes and improvements.
Be careful not to make the poor discontented incite their
ambition for vfhat they may obtain, but do not make them strive
for what they cannot hope to accomplish.
Their lot is hard
enough, and your aim is to cheer and strengthen.
Foster the pride of home and family help to make the home
cheerful by gifts that cannot pauperize, but rather tend to refine
and elevate their tastes. If rooms are dark and unhealthy, help
them to find better ones. If there are serious sanitary defects,
report to the Board of Health.
Do not allow children to beg; it is demoralizing and tends
to pauperism.
See that young children attend school regularly
and that older ones are employed.

and

COURT.

§5.
time;

we have

:

;
;
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and installed by the congregation after their calling,
fitness and moral character have been tested.
The persons appointed are by way of preference empowered
to deliver discourses to the assembled members upon history,
philosophy and morals, and to instruct the youth in the same
subjects, without the opportunity being denied a member of the
free choice

congregation to take the place of a preacher or teacher.
lay especial emphasis upon educating the vouth to

We

and moral freedom, upon moulding their
and upon confirming the first lasting impressions
natures have received.
lectual

One

of the

first

youth

in

life in

;

to arouse in

to instill in
to practice

tender

them

them

in

acquiring an

the family, in society, in the state, and

nations; to strengthen their

feeling

their

history and morals, con-

scientiously and untiringly; to stimulate

among

minds

duties of the teacher in our congregation,

therefore, is: to instruct the

independent view of

intel-

pliant

power of moral judgment and

respect and benevolence toward

man

them the hate of servitude and the love of freedom
them in self-control; to acquaint them with the ways

and by-ways, the expedients and errors of life, to the end that they
may accord with the development of the human race; and ever
to keep before them the ideals of the noble men and noble women
of Heathen, Hebrew and Christian history.
We expressly mention this essential part of juvenile instruction, for the

neglect

it.

reason that the public as well as the private schools
In the youth rest our hopes, the excellence and the

happiness of our people.

On the same day, April 22, died Fritz Schiitz, another German
champion of free-thought, the editor oi Die Rundschau, New Ulm.
After having been for some
Schiitz was born in Hassia, in 1S34.
time the speaker of a free congregation at Apolda, he emigrated to
America, where he worked in the same capacity in Philadelphia
and Milwaukee. He was an able lecturer and a ready debater.

knew
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better than others, and on account of

should be proud of belonging to you.

which

The hour

is

I

now

come, for you have to-day introduced me to your friends
as your wife, and I will be your wife also there where
your treasure and your heart are, as far as I can."
" Dear Use," exclaimed the Professor, carried away

by her frank dignity.
" But do not forget," continued Use, with emphasis,
" that I understand very little, and pray have patiende
with me.
I have arranged how I will have it done.
Write down for me the titles as they are in the foreign
language, and also in German, in a note-book that I
have bought for the purpose, first of your earliest works,
and then the last.
Together with this, note down
whether you value the work more or less, and what is
its importance for mankind.
Underneath every work I
will set down what I understand from your explanation,
that I may remember them well."
She produced a note-book; the Professor searched
again for some more treatises, arranged them according
to date, and wrote each title on one page of the book.
Then he gave his wife some explanation of the contents
of each work, and helped her to write her remarks in
the note-book.
"

Those

in

German

I

will

endeavor to read myself,"

said Use.

Thus they both sat bending eagerly over the books,
and the Professor's heart beat with pleasure at the earnwhich his wife endeavored to understand
For it is the lot of the learned man
that few feel a hearty sympathy in the trouble, struggles
and merit of his productions. What he builds up with
enduring strength henceforth becomes a corner-stone in
the immeasurable house of learning on which all the
estness with

We

note with regret the recent death of Mrs. Henry Sayrs,

Few ladies of Chicago have done more to further
of this city.
the interests of the poor and needy, and few have left behind
them a nobler record of self-renouncing labor. She was always
a pioneer in movements designed to uplift and bless humanity.
Thousands of the sick and wounded soldiers of the war of the
rebellion have cause to remember her with gratitude.

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

knew

by

heart.

The

after another,

the Latin

titles

of

and she found

some

of

them

Professor became interested in this occu-

and was always finding more little treatises
which he had forgotten. Use laid them all before her
in a heap and began solemnly
" Now, a great moment has come for me.
I wish to
learn from you the contents of each writing as far as you
When I was already
are able to explain it to your wife.
secretly in love with you, the children found your name
pation,

in the encyclopedia;
titles

endeavored to read the strange

as to the contents.

made conjectThen I felt sorry

could understand nothing of

what you had done

of your books, and Frau Rollmaus

ures in her
that

we

I

way

mankind. Since that, I have always hoped the day
would come when I could ask you what it was that you
for

•Translation copyrighted.

Hundreds of others make a foundation of it to
own work thousands of new blocks are
piled upon it, and there are not many to inquire who
has chiseled the separate columns, and still more seldom
does a stranger grasp the hand of the workman. The
light works of the poet are long greeted by those in
advance their

CHAPTER XIV.— Continued.
Use opened one work

races of the earth have been laboring for thousands of

years.

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

that she already

his occupations.

;

whom

he has raised a cheerful smile or an exalted feelBut the learned man seldom makes a valuable
confidant or friend of his reader by his individual works.
ing.

He

does not paint enchanting pictures for the imagina-

tion;

he does not

flatter the

yearning soul; he demands

the utmost seriousness and the closest attention from his
readers, the

benefit

every criticism that
respect

of which
is

made.

redounds to himself

Even where he

he remains a stranger.
yet he is not a mere stonemason who

And

in

inspires

cuts formless

blocks according to prescribed measures; he also works

independently and contributes his

own

life-blood,

times suffering great depression, sometimes
happiness.

The

fruits

full

which he has grown

some-

of joy and

for his times

:
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have developed from the deepest roots of
fore the honest

mind

his life.

There-

that enters heartily into the labor

of the learned, and not only inquires for the ultimate retakes an interest in the invv^ard

sult of learning, but

struggle of the

workman,

a rare happiness.
his wife,

— Felix

who was

is

to

nov^r

striving to

him

a valuable treasure,

looked with emotion

occupy

at

and

this position,

emotions pervaded the heart of the strong-minded
while he explained to her the subjects of his labors,
while he told her about the Roman tribus and the

soft

man

—

were noted down, Use laid her hands on
the books and exclaimed
« Here I have all.
What a small space they occupy,
yet they employed many laborious days and nights, and
This has often given
the best portion of your noble life.
you flushed cheeks as you have to-day. For this you
have studied till your poor brain has been on fire, and
I have
for this you have always sat in a confined room.
hitherto looked upon the books with indifference, now
for the first time I perceive what a book is, a quiet endall

*'

not to be said of

is

all," replied

the Professor;

among

He

gazed lovingly on the walls along which the high
book-shelves reached up to the very ceiling, so that the
room looked as if papered with the backs of books.
" The great number of them quite frightens me,"

resting place.

him to make room for his own books in
which was now cleared for them as their
"

They

look so calm and composed, and

them may have been written with such im-

of

passioned feeling, and have excited their readers, too."
" Yes," said her husband, " they are the great treas-

ure-wards of the

human

race.

They

preserve

all

that

most valuable of what has ever been thought or discovered from one century to another, and they proclaim
what was once existing upon the earth. Here is what
is

was produced full a thousand years before our era, and
close beside them those that have come into the world
only a few weeks ago."
" Yet, from the coats that they wear, one looks
"

almost like the other," said Use.

I

should have

diffi-

culty in distinguishing them."

The Professor explained their arrangement and led
her from one book-shelf to another, pointing out those
which were his special favorites.
"And you use them all?"
" Yes, and many more at times.

These that you see

here are only an infinitely small portion of the books that
have been printed; for since the invention of books,
that

we know and

call

learning

is

to be

But that is not all," he continued " few
book is something more than simply a prothe creative mind, which its author sends forth as
them.

found

in

know

that a

;

enclosed in such a

we

is

encased in a

book has certain duration on earth."
" But error persists also," said Use, " and so do liars
and impure spirits when they are put in books."
" They undoubtedly do, but are refuted by better
Very different, certainly, is the value and imsouls.
•

beauty and importance for

them the character and

all

Few

life

of

we

men

that have ever been written,

all

are only

ascertain

from

in their days,

while

from the

But

all

books

earliest to the lat-

For, observe, no one

have a mysterious connection.

est,

maintain their

many

times;

others are quite useless and ephemeral.

is;

duct of

is

during in books, and only the soul which

a dark corner,

all

soul that

admire and contend
if they dwelt bodily

say that the soul-life of the individual becomes en-

may

who

almost

The human

us.

than

less

cover becomes imperishable on earth, and, therefore,

said Use, helping

many

them not

valuable at a later period, because

but the superior ones are more even than a labor."

yet

we

with friends and opponents;

with, love or hate

port of these imperishable records.

less labor."

" That

—

—

as

duties of the senate.

When

does a chair that has been ordered.
There remains attached, undoubtedly, to every human
work something of the soul of the man who has produced it. But a book truly contains under its cover the
The real value of a man to others
real soul of the man.
remains in this form for
the best portion of his life
the next generation, perhaps to the most distant future.
Moreover, not only those who write a good book, but
those whose lives and actions are portrayed in it, conWe converse with them
tinue in fact living among us.
a cabinet-maker

has written a book has of himself become

what he

every one stands on the shoulders of his predecessor;
that was produced before his time has helped to form

his life

some

and

Again, what he has produced has in
formed other men, and thus his soul has

soul.

sort

passed to later times.

In this

way

the contents of

all

books form one great soul-empire on earth, and all who
now write, live and nourish themselves on the souls of
From this point of view the soul
the past generations.
of

mankind

every one

is

who

an immeasurable unity, which comprises
once lived and worked, as well as those

new works

who

breathe and produce

soul,

which past generations

at present.

felt as their

The

own, has been

What is written
may to-morrow become the possession of thousands of strangers. Those who have long ago ceased to
exist in the body continue to live in new forms here on
and

daily transmigrating into others.

is

to-day

and daily revive in thousands of others."
"Stop," cried Use, entreatingly, '• I am bewildered."
" I tell you this now, because I too feel myself a

earth,

modest worker
gives

me

also gives

in this earthly soul-empire.

a pleasure in

me

works with

life

which

is

This feeling
and it

indestructible,

For whoever
powers be great or

both freedom and modesty.

this feeling,

whether

small, does so not for his

own

does not live for himself but for
isted continue to live for him."

his

honor, but for
all,

as all

who

all.

He

have ex-
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He

spoke earnestly, sitting surrounded by his books,
with the setting sun casting its friendly rays on his head
and on the home of his spirit the book-shelves. And
Use, leaning on his shoulder, said humbly " I am yours.
Teach me, form me, and make me understand what you

solingly;

understand."

First the Professor

—

:

CHAPTER XV.
AMONG THE LEARNED.
I interrupt

Come

"

May

you?"

says that?" asked Felix, indignantly.

Why,

here

in print," replied Use.

is

it

As

she

spoke she showed an open book to her husband.
« But it is not true," answered the Professor, as he
explained the matter to her. « The Greeks had Satyrs,
the Romans Fauns; but the gentleman with the ram's
feet

But how did

called Pan.

is

come

into

"

You

this

Bacchanalian train

your household ? "

some of the notables

will this evening

pay a

visit

of antiquity."

With this day Use began a new period of learning.
Soon a fixed hour was arranged for her husband's ex-

—the

most valuable part of the day to Use.
gave her a short description of the
great civilized nations of antiquity and the middle ages,
and wrote down a few names and dates for her that she
planations

life

by

He

heart.

man was,

of

pointed out to her that the whole

in

fact,

nothing but an unceasing

by the surrounding
development of
man is, in fact, nothing but an earnest and reverent
and that the whole of political history
search after truth
is, in fact, nothing but the gradual subduing of egotism
(which produces disunion between men and nations) by

said yesterday that the Councillor of the

Con-

had a Faun's face. Then arose the question
what is a Faun's face, and what is a Faun? Laura remembered perfectly that she had learnt at school that
he was a fabulous creature of the Romans, and she
in

world,

—and that the whole
;

—

new

the creation of

intellectual

wants, the increase of a feeling of

duty and the growth of love and respect for

which these creatures are portrayed.

all

mankind.

After this preparation the Professor began to read
the Odyssey aloud to her, adding short explanations.

Never had poetry

so grand and pure an influence

soul; the lively legendary style of the

sistory

brought the book

941

we

like,

pictures and impressions presented

in."

what is the difference between Fauns and
Satyrs? Here I read that Satyrs have goats' feet, but
that Fauns have men's feet and a small tail."
"

you

'-if

receiving, producing and giving forth of the materials,

" Felix,

"Who

to

learnt

into her husband's study: "

Use popped her head

.

COURT.

first

upon her

part and the

powerful development of the second quite captivated her
The characters became almost like living forms
heart.
to her; she wandered, suffered and triumphed with them

— raised into a new world of more beautiful images and
Then when

higher feelings.

the conclusion

came and

the much-tried sufferer sat opposite to his wife, the

Why have they pointed ears
and what have you to say, if even in such
"
things one cannot rely on your books?
" Come here," said Felix, " and I will soon introduce

scene of recognition

whole company." He fetched a book of engravings and showed her the figures of the whole train
For a time the instruction went on well;
of Bacchus.
but then Use objected " They all have very few clothes

clasped her white arms round her beloved and sank on

deep

on."

a radiance over every hour of the day, over her lan-

What

a wild set they are!

like the deer,

you

to the

:

"There

is

more room

for art in the

body than

in the

dress," said her husband.

;

to

are," exclaimed Felix,

"and they do not wish

be otherwise."

At

dinner,

when

Felix had sufficiently admired the

pudding. Use, laying
"

Do

like

not

down

show me such

your heathens, but

"

her cheeks suffused with blushes, her eyes moist with

and modestly

tears

breast,

his

woke

up, as

it

feeling.

They

are not

all

her spoon, said seriously:

pictures again.
I

cast

in

lost

down

and

;

when he ended

transport and emotion.

Her

she
soul

were, from long repose and glowed with

The immortal

beauties of this

guage, nay, over her bearing.

with heartfelt pleasure
diously from her

poem

cast

She took pleasure

in

cannot

if

I

would gladly

they are like that."

so bad," said her husband, con-

as the majestic verses rolled

melo-

and as she unconsciously imitated
his mode of speech and the modulations of his voice.
When in the morning he went to his lecture and she
lips,

helped him to put on his brown duffel overcoat he was
greeted with the pleasant rhythm of this hexameter:
"

Purple and rough was the coat of the cunning and noble Ulysses."

And when

door.

So they

made a deep impression on the heart
She sat near her beloved husband,

wife.

trying to read aloud herself, and the Professor listened

But Use became uneasy at last; she closed the book
and exclaimed, coloring: "I must go; my help is needed
in the kitchen to-day, as a new pudding has to be made.
That is my high school, and the servant is still a novice."
She hastened out. " Tell your Satyrs and Fauns that I
had a better opinion of them they are very indecent,"
she exclaimed, once more popping her head through the
"

young

of the

she sat opposite to

him during her hour

of instruction and he came to a pause, these words of
admiration broke from her lips:
"Thus thou cleverly thinkest, and wisely speakest thou always."

And when
mured
"

she wished to praise herself, she mur-

to the singing of the boiling kettle:

Even

in

me

lives wit, to discover the

Formerlv though

I

was but a

good from the

child."

evil,

THB OPEN
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Even the estate of her dear father now seemed to
her iHuminated with the golden splendor of the Hellenic
sun.
"

COURT.

He unites in his writings
his own experience.
of heart, the truthfulness of honesty and warm
LUDWIG

do not understand," said her father one evening
to Clara, " how it is possible that Use should so quickly
have forgotten our farming customs. In her letters she
I

speaks of the time
in the
fields;

when

the cattle shall again wander

wide plains; she means, I suppose, the fallow
but we feed our cattle in the stalls."
{To

be continued,)
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